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Filename Description Duration
CROWD, hockey, concession area, energetic 01.wav CROWD, hockey, concession area | Energetic | Heavy English and French walla | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, concession area, energetic 02.wav CROWD, hockey, concession area | Energetic | Heavy English and French walla | Crowd POV 01:15.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, energetic with assertive outbursts and cheering, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Energetic with assertive outbursts and cheering, light applause | Medium English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, energetic with frustrated reactions, disappointed 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Energetic with frustrated reactions, disappointed | Medium English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, energetic with frustrated reactions, disappointed 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Energetic with frustrated reactions, disappointed | Medium English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged with assertive outbursts and excited reactions.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged with assertive outbursts and excited reactions | Light English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged with assertive outbursts and light cheering, referee whistle, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged with assertive outbursts and light cheering, referee whistle, light applause | Light English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged with assertive outbursts and light cheering.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged with assertive outbursts and light cheering | Light English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, cheering, frustrated reactions.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, cheering, light applause, frustrated reactions | Medium English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, frustrated reactions, cheering.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, frustrated reactions, cheering, big close impact | Medium English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, light applause, frustrated reactions.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, light applause, frustrated reactions | Medium English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, cheering Go Habs Go, engaged reactions, applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, cheering 'Go Habs Go!', engaged reactions, applause | Heavy English and French walla | Light background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, cheering Go Habs Go, erupting, enthusiastic, oohs and aahs, whistling.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, cheering 'Go Habs Go!', erupting, enthusiastic, close impacts, oohs and aahs, whistling | Heavy English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, cheering, engaged reactions, oohs and aahs, cheering Go Habs Go.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, cheering, engaged reactions, oohs and aahs, cheering 'Go Habs Go!' | Medium English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, cheering, enthusiastic, oohs and aahs, whistling.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, cheering, enthusiastic, oohs and aahs, whistling, big reaction | Medium English and French walla | Light background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, cheering, erupting, enthusiastic, oohs and aahs, whistling.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, cheering, erupting, enthusiastic, oohs and aahs, whistling, light applause | Medium English and French walla | Light background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and cheering.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and cheering | Light English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and excited reactions 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and excited reactions | Light English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and excited reactions 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and excited reactions | Light English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and excited reactions, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed with a few assertive outbursts and excited reactions, light applause | Light English and French walla | Heavy background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed with a few assertive outbursts.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed with a few assertive outbursts, light 'Go Les Canadiens!' | Light English and French walla | Medium background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed with a few excited reactions, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed with a few excited reactions, light applause, close impacts, referee whistle | Light English and French walla | Light background rink activity | Crowd POV 02:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, elated, enthusiastic, cheering, whistling, applause, booing.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Elated, enthusiastic | Cheering, whistling, applause, booing 00:26.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, enthusiastic, encouraging, cheering, applause, whistle.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, enthusiastic | Encouraging, cheering, applause, whistle | Medium background rink activity 00:10.7
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, enthusiastic, encouraging, cheering, applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, enthusiastic | Encouraging, cheering, applause | Medium background rink activity 00:13.4
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, enthusiastic, encouraging, cheering, close call, oohs and aahs, close impact against boards.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, enthusiastic | Encouraging, cheering, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', close impact, checked against boards | Light background rink activity 00:19.5
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, enthusiastic, encouraging, cheering, disappointed, close call, oohs and aahs 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, enthusiastic | Encouraging, cheering, disappointed, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 01 00:18.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, enthusiastic, encouraging, cheering, disappointed, close call, oohs and aahs 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, enthusiastic | Encouraging, cheering, disappointed, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 02 00:18.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, cheering, close call, oohs and aahs, disappointed.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Cheering, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', disappointed, brief female scream | Light background rink activity 00:10.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 01 00:51.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 02 00:37.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 03.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 01 00:30.7
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 04.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 02 00:21.7
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 05.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 03 00:21.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 06.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 04 00:19.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 07.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 05 00:17.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs 08.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 06 00:15.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs, disappointed 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', disappointed | Medium background rink activity 01 00:15.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs, disappointed 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', disappointed | Medium background rink activity 02 00:14.6
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs, disappointed 03.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', disappointed | Medium background rink activity 03 00:05.7
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs, disappointed, shout hey hey, close by.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', disappointed, shout 'Hey hey!' close by | Medium background rink activity 00:14.6
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, close call, oohs and aahs, heavy applause, cheering, whistling.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', heavy applause, cheering, whistling | Light background rink activity 00:36.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, encouraging, cheering, close call, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Encouraging, cheering, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 00:20.1
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, encouraging, close call, oohs and aahs, applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Encouraging, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', applause | Light background rink activity 00:21.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, encouraging, close call, oohs and aahs, shoot, disappointed.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited | Encouraging, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', 'Go go go!', 'Shoot!' female, disappointed | Light background rink activity 00:19.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, excited, encouraging, close call, oohs and aahs, whistling.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, excited, encouraging | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', whistling | Light background rink activity 00:26.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, relaxed, chatter, player checked against boards, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, relaxed | Chatter, player checked against boards, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Heavy background rink activity 00:07.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, relaxed, close call, oohs and aahs 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, relaxed | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 01 00:09.1
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, relaxed, close call, oohs and aahs 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, relaxed | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 02 00:08.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, engaged, relaxed, close call, oohs and aahs 03.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Engaged, relaxed | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 03 00:08.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, buildup, close call, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Buildup, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', 'Shoot!' | Medium background rink activity 00:10.5
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, chanting go habs go very close up.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Chanting 'Go Habs Go!' very close up | Light background rink activity 00:24.5
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, cheering, applause, chanting P.K., medium distance.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, applause, chanting 'P.K.' medium distance | Light background rink activity 00:23.1
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, cheering, buildup, close call, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, buildup, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 00:08.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, cheering, chanting go habs go!, booing the referee.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, chanting 'Go Habs Go!', booing the referee | Medium background rink activity 00:40.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, cheering, chanting go habs go!, kazoo.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, chanting 'Go Habs Go!', kazoo | Light background rink activity 00:28.7
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, cheering, close call, woman scream and cough closeby.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, close call, near miss, woman scream and cough closeby | Light background rink activity 00:15.4
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, cheering, shouting, applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, shouting, applause | Light background rink activity 00:24.6
CROWD, hockey, stadium, excited, enthusiastic, cheering, whistling, close call, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, whistling, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 00:11.7
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CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed, bored, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed, bored | Light applause | Medium background rink activity 00:18.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed, casually engaged, light applause and cheering 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed, casually engaged | Light applause and cheering | Light background rink activity 01 00:16.5
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed, casually engaged, light applause and cheering 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed, casually engaged | Light applause and cheering | Light background rink activity 02 00:14.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed, casually engaged, light oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed, casually engaged | Light 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Heavy background rink activity 00:16.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed, engaged, close call, oohs and aahs, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed, engaged | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', light applause | Light background rink activityvity 00:13.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, relaxed, responsive, cheering, checked against boards, oohs, slightly frustrated.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Relaxed, responsive | Cheering, checked against boards, 'Oohs', slightly frustrated | Heavy background rink activity 00:45.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy and engaged, close call, shouting, shoot, slightly frustrated.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy and engaged | Close call, near miss, shouting, 'Shoot!', slightly frustrated | Medium background rink activity 00:14.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, casually engaged, frustrated, encouraging, shouting, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, casually engaged | Frustrated, encouraging, shouting, light applause | Light background rink activity 00:06.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, energetic, blocked shot, applause, cheering, chanting carrie, whistling.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, energetic | Blocked shot, applause, cheering, chanting 'Carrie', whistling 00:28.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, energetic, chanting, cheering 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, energetic | Chanting, cheering 01 00:28.4
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, energetic, chanting, cheering 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, energetic | Chanting, cheering 02 00:12.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, energetic, chanting, cheering, shouting.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, energetic | Chanting, cheering, shouting 00:37.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, checked against boards, oohs and aahs, slightly frustrated.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Checked against boards, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', slightly frustrated | Medium background rink activity 00:24.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, close call, oohs and aahs, disappointed.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', disappointed | Light background rink activity 00:11.5
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, close call, oohs and aahs, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', light applause | Light background rink activity 00:13.7
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, close call, oohs and aahs, small female shriek.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', small female shriek | Light background rink activity 00:12.4
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, close call, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 00:08.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, close call, shouting, envoye!, light applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Close call, near miss, shouting, 'Envoye!', light applause | medium background rink activity 00:19.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, close call, shouting, shoot!, slightly frustrated.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Close call, near miss, shouting, 'Shoot!', slightly frustrated | Medium background rink activity 00:23.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, engaged, shouting, encouraging, slightly frustrated, siren.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, engaged | Shouting, encouraging, slightly frustrated, siren | Light background rink activity 00:10.6
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, enthusiastic, checked against boards, oohs, slightly frustrated.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, enthusiastic | Checked against boards, 'Shoot!', 'Oohs', slightly frustrated | Medium background rink activity 00:26.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, enthusiastic, cheering, screaming, whistling close by.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, enthusiastic | Cheering, screaming, whistling close by | Medium background rink activity 00:14.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, enthusiastic, cheering, shouting at referee, foul, slightly frustrated.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, enthusiastic | Cheering, shouting at referee, foul, slightly frustrated 00:33.5
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, enthusiastic, cheering, shouting, foul, frustrated, booing the referee.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, enthusiastic | Cheering, shouting, foul, frustrated, booing the referee 00:29.2
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, enthusiastic, cheering, shouting, screaming, booing the referee close by.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, enthusiastic | Cheering, shouting, screaming, booing the referee close by 00:14.4
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, enthusiastic, close call, blocked shot, oohs, chanting go habs go! distant.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, enthusiastic | Close call, blocked shot, 'Oohs', chanting 'Go Habs Go!' distant | Medium background rink activity 00:22.6
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, enthusiastic, close call, oohs and aahs, cheering, screaming.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, enthusiastic | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', cheering, screaming | Light background rink activity 00:14.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, excited, buildup, close call, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, excited | Buildup, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Medium background rink activity 00:08.4
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, excited, cheering, chanting, whistling close by.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, excited | Cheering, chanting, whistling close by 00:14.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, frustrated, booing referee, shouting.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, frustrated | Booing referee, shouting | Light background rink activity 00:13.1
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, frustrated, booing referee.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, frustrated | Booing referee | Light background rink activity 00:17.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, frustrated, close call, oohs and aahs.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, frustrated | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs' | Light background rink activity 00:12.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, very energetic, applause, close call, oohs and aahs, screaming.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, very energetic | Applause, close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', screaming | Light background rink activity 00:12.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, rowdy, very energetic, close call, oohs and aahs, screaming.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Rowdy, very energetic | Close call, near miss, 'Oohs' and 'Aahs', screaming | Light background rink activity 00:13.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, cheering, whistling, applause 01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, whistling, applause 01 00:10.3
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, cheering, whistling, applause 02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, whistling, applause 02 00:09.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, cheering, whistling, chanting go habs go! close up, whistling.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, whistling, chanting 'Go Habs Go!' close up, whistling | Light background rink activity 00:32.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, cheering, whistling, chanting ole ole distant, heavy applause.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, whistling, chanting 'Ole ole' distant, heavy applause 00:37.7
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, cheering, whistling, chanting ole ole, go habs go! closeup.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Cheering, whistling, chanting 'Ole ole', 'Go Habs Go!' closeup 01:00.0
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, goal, cheering, whistling, horn  01.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Goal, cheering, whistling, horn | Applause erupts after a goal 00:17.8
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, goal, cheering, whistling, horn  02.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Goal, cheering, whistling, horn | Applause erupts after a goal 00:15.9
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, goal, cheering, whistling, horn  03.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Goal, cheering, whistling, horn | Applause erupts after a goal 00:14.6
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, goal, cheering, whistling, horn  04.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Goal, cheering, whistling, horn | Applause erupts after a goal 00:12.5
CROWD, hockey, stadium, very excited, enthusiastic, goal, cheering, whistling, horn, chanting ole ole medium distance.wav CROWD, hockey, stadium | Very excited, enthusiastic | Goal, cheering, whistling, horn, chanting 'Ole ole' medium distance | Applause erupts after a goal 00:39.2


